IT business systems are not designed to produce business documents. Even the most advanced ERP systems fail to give users adequate document management tools. The design, maintenance and creation of business documents requires a solution that is dedicated to the task … That solution is Paris. Paris enables data to be turned into business documents to meet the changing needs of a business.

Paris is a Windows-based software product with powerful tools that enable you to easily create new attractive and informative documents from any application data. Documents that are both easy to design and easy to read. Paris allows WYSIWYG design of new documents or those formerly printed on impact printers, without touching existing application programs. Paris automatically formats data on-line, at speeds up to 5,000 pages per minute, to drive most laser printer at any speed at any location.

Solution

Paris, by XLprint is a document system residing on a Windows-based PC that can assist customers in moving from their current fragmented creation and production system of document development to an optimized workflow utilizing a robust set of creative tools. For companies that are growing, the software is scalable allowing users to introduce promotional messages (TransPromo) and/or color across office and production environments. This software positions a company for future integration of electronic archiving, email, fax and mail optimization.

Value

- Leverage your investment in legacy applications by importing the resources directly into Paris Designer.
- Create new applications directly from data bases.
- Paris provides a cost effective means to add highlight color or full color to legacy applications.
- Paris allows a company to create complete transactional documents (ie business invoice, tax bills, insurance provider booklets) from the host data and view the proof interactively resulting in increased productivity.

Benefits

- WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) so application development cycle time is reduced and minimal programming or technical resources are required.
- Replaces expensive pre-printed stationary and leverages office, production, highlight color or full color printers.
- Multiple channel output:
  - Print
  - Email
  - Fax
  - Electronic Document output
The Paris Designer screen is WYSIWYG with both the Form & Data displayed in real time. The screen below shows the data in its original state. The right side information view is a dynamic description of the job which is automatically updated as the job is developed.

The screen below shows the job fully formatted with an Electronic Form, appropriate fonts and data positioned exactly where required. At this point the Paris operator can print a proof to a locally attached printer, or save and run the production job.

The Paris Spooler can process at up to 5,000 pages per minute, and can manage up to 512 devices. The Paris Spooler creates Postscript or PCL for the target printer so any Device Specific Features can be enabled. Paris V3.90 is FreeFlow “Optimized”.

• Full or highlight colour
• Line suppression
• Dynamic tray selection
• Intelligent Duplex
• Paper sizes
• Personalized text
• Full justification
• Change forms
• Any Windows font
• Dynamic Charts
• Signatures
• DJDEs
• Optimized output
• Dynamic colour
• Columns
• Barcodes
• Email
• Fax
• Archive

• Page overflow
• Page numbers
• Copy data forward

• Dynamic graphics
• Graphic fit to size
• Field calculations